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WHY SURGE INU?
2021 was unprecedented for crypto. The historic bull run
brought millions of new investors and billions of dollars. With
this new wave of investment, thousands of new projects began
popping up. Some of these, like SHIB, were an immense success
and made overnight millionaires, but the large majority failed,
were abandoned or were planned scams from the start.
There are now three things that memetoken investors are looking for:
A way to differentiate good projects from bad projects.

A way to present good projects and their strengths to the
public, so other investors can come.

Utility for the token, so they can earn a return.

Surge Inu is going to solve all three of these problems.
We want to establish an ecosystem of utilities that benefit the
holders. One of them is an NFT game, and another is establishing
an IDO platform.

Unlike other IDO platforms, the Surge Inu team has one of the
strongest inbuilt marketing platforms available. The team has
the strongest crypto marketing background of any IDO and the
best marketing assets for promoting dog tokens. Featured projects will get influencer backing from big crypto Youtube channels and other social media platforms. This marketing advantage
gives Surge Inu the power to choose only the best crypto projects
to put onto its platform, which is something most IDO launchpads lack.
We’re then building an interconnected DEFI ecosystems, so these
projects can be easily monetized.
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VALUES
The most important ingredient for any developing crypto, especially memetoken, is trust. The first way we’re establishing trust
is having a fully doxed project leader, that shows his face to thousands of people every day.

But we realize this might not be enough for everyone - that’s why
we’re building trust on three core value pillars:
Community

Transparency
Longevity
The best way to earn someone’s trust is to interact with them
personally. The longer and more intimately you know them, the
more you trust them (that's why we trust our families above
everyone else).

We’re going to include our community every step of the way and
be transparent about all our plans and even our failures. The longer we keep this up, the more trust we will build and the higher
the value we bring. So jump in, ask us a question and let's establish a relationship!
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TOKENOMICS
We’re minting 999 trillion tokens and burning 549 trillion right
away.

In line with our values, we’re going to reward everyone for simply participating in Surge Inu. 6% of every transaction is spread
across the wallets of all users. This means that if you simply buy
and hold SURGE, you’re getting passively rewarded with every
transaction. The longer you’ve been a community member holding SURGE, the more transactions you benefit from.

Since we burned 55% of the token at the start, a part of these
reflections also goes into our burn wallet, making the token
naturally deflationary and increasing the price with every transaction.
3% of every transaction goes into the marketing wallet and will
be either used for development of the project or burned in burn
events.
Token distribution below:
55 % burned at start

40 % for investors
5 % team wallet & marketing

See the Surge Inu contract here.
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LIQUIDITY
We’re locking liquidity for two years, so there is no possibility
of a rug pull or pump and dump.

VISIT SURGE INU's:

WEBSITE

TELEGRAM

REDDIT

DISCORD

MEDIUM

TWITTER

PANCAKE
SWAP
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